Local electrical imaging using microwave impedance microscope is performed on graphene in different modalities, yielding a rich hierarchy of the local conductivity. The low-conductivity graphite oxide and its derivatives show significant electronic inhomogeneity. For the conductive chemical graphene, the residual defects lead to a systematic reduction of the microwave signals. In contrast, the signals on pristine graphene agree well with a lumped-element circuit model. The local impedance information can also be used to verify the electrical contact between overlapped graphene pieces.
microscopic scale, the level of impurities in these materials varies drastically, resulting in a broad range of conductivity (σ) and a hierarchy of the electrical properties.
In order to investigate the disorder effects in the graphene films, local electrical imaging with scanning probe microscopy is indispensable. The electronic inhomogeneity in graphene has been studied by a number of DC or low-frequency AC probes [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . For high-speed device applications, on the other hand, the local microwave response is also important. In this case, a near-field scanning probe is imperative to obtain sub-micron spatial resolution. Besides, unlike DC probes, contact electrodes are not required for microwave imaging, allowing fast and convenient measurements on a large amount of specimens for statistic analysis.
The schematic of our microwave impedance microscope (MIM) 23,24 setup is shown in Since the materials studied here cover a conductivity range over many orders of magnitude, it is essential to first obtain a unified picture of the MIM responses 25 . In As we overlay the reported DC conductivity 10, [12] [13] [14] 17 of all species in this study on top of the simulated curves in Fig. 2a , a hierarchy of the microwave response is readily expected. Graphite oxide 10 and the derivatives AGO 10,13 and RGO 12,14,17 are found on the left side of the spectrum with low conductivities. In Fig. 2b , high-density GO clusters (>10nm roughness, topography not shown) appear darker than the substrate in MIM-C as discussed above. The MIM-R images are featureless as expected. After annealing, the DC conductivity of AGO is considerably higher than that of the GO.
As seen in Fig. 2c , while most AGO pieces still appear dark in the MIM images, certain regions of the samples do show discernible positive contrast over the substrate, corresponding to σ = 10 1 ~ 10 2 S/m. For the slightly better quality RGO samples ( Fig.  2d ) with σ = 10 2 ~ 10 3 S/m, the MIM images in both channels are brighter over the background. We note that both AGO and RGO are strongly inhomogeneous in the local conductivity, which is vividly shown by overlaying the actual dimension of the pieces measured from the topography (dotted lines in Fig. 2c and 2d) to the MIM images.
The GS/AGS/PG samples occupy the high-σ side in Fig. 2a . For GS/AGS pieces with conductivity in the order of 10 4 ~ 10 5 S/m, 13, 14 the MIM-C signal should mostly saturate at the conducting limit, while appreciable loss is present in the MIM-R channel. In general, the simulation result fits well to the images in Fig. 2e and 2f, and we do not observe obvious difference between these two species. Interestingly, certain internal features are clearly identified, such as some dark spots in the MIM-C images and bright fringes in the MIM-R channel. This observation is in sharp contrast to the homogeneous images obtained on the PG samples (σ > 10 6 S/m) in Fig. 2g , which by far exhibit the best quality.
Further insights on GS/AGS samples can be obtained by statistic analysis on a large number of specimens. In Fig. 3a and 3c , we plot the size dependence of the average MIM-C signals of many GS/AGS and PG sheets. The area of each flake is extracted by the threshold grain detection. The error bars represent the actual signal fluctuations in the samples rather than the instrumental noise. Using the finite-element analysis (FEA) software COMSOL 3.5, 24,25 we directly calculate the tip-sample impedance (Fig. 3b ) as a function of the area of the graphene pieces. The results, using the nominal conductivity (10 5 S/m for GS/AGS and 10 7 S/m for PG), are included in Fig.   3a and 3c for comparison. While the simple lumped element circuit model accurately describes the microwave response on high quality PG sheets, the measured MIM-C data of GS/AGS samples systematically fall below the theoretical curve. And the deviation is too large to be accounted for by any inaccuracy in the simulation parameters, e.g., the SiO 2 layer thickness. We ascribe such effect to the intrinsic nonuniformity in these materials. For instance, electronic defects from the chemical process usually result in low σ near the edges 13 . Inferior local conductivity or a residual insulating overlayer could also drastically reduce the MIM-C signal (dotted line in Fig. 3a) . Note that the measured data cannot be reproduced by assuming a low (σ < 10 4 S/m) but homogeneous "apparent conductivity". In conclusion, the discrepancy in Fig. 3a is a direct consequence of the local inhomogeneity in the chemically derived graphene.
Careful examination on the GS/AGS data also reveals some interesting features in these materials. One of the potential applications for the chemically derived graphene sheets is to form conductive thin films 12, 15, 16 . For this purpose, characterization of good electrical connections across partially overlapped pieces is crucial. If two high-σ pieces in close proximity are indeed shorted together with very low contact resistance, they would appear as the same capacitive impedance in parallel to Z tip and display the same color in the MIM-C image. While most overlapped pieces are well joined electrically, exceptions are found. For example, the GS pieces showing high MIM-C signals (bright) in both Fig. 4a and 4b are apparently isolated from the dark ones right next to them by large impedance, which is hard to identify by looking only at the topographic images. As discussed in Fig. 3 , the MIM-C images signal of electrically joined GS pieces is now determined by the total area rather than that of the individual flakes. Again, such electrical information of large-area conductive graphene sheets is critical but extremely difficult to obtain by other means. 
